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Abstract
We propose a radiative seesaw model at one-loop level, introducing fields with large multiplet
of SU(2)L. Thanks to large representations, any additional symmetries are not needed. In this
framework, we formulate lepton and new fermion sector such as mass matrices, LFVs, and muon
g − 2. Furthermore, we show our cut-off scale via RGEs of SU(2)L, and numerical analysis at a
benchmark point included in dark matter candidate. Finally, we brief discuss possibility to detect
at colliders.
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LaL e
a
R ψ
a ΣaR H2 H5
SU(2)L 2 1 4 5 2 5
U(1)Y −12 −1 -12 0 12 0
TABLE I: Charge assignments of the our lepton and scalar fields under SU(2)L × U(1)Y , where
the upper index a is the number of family that runs over 1-3 and all of them are singlet under
SU(3)C .
I. INTRODUCTIONS
Radiative seesaw models are promising candidates to connect active neutrinos and dark
matter (DM) candidate in addition to the natural explanation of smallness for neutrino
masses. In order to realize such kinds of models, typically additional symmetries such as
ZN symmetry are simply needed for stabilizing the DM candidate as well as forbidding
neutrino masses at tree level [1–5]. As an alternative approach, unique charge assignments
under SU(2)L [6–9] and/or U(1)Y [10–16] in the standard model (SM) are applied to new
fields for restricting interactions, without additional symmetries. In particular, introduction
of large SU(2)L multiplets is interesting since their interactions are strongly restricted by
gauge symmetry and rich phenomenology is provided by such new particles.
In this paper, we introduce several exotic fields with large representations of SU(2)L as
shown in tab. I. Then we find that these field-contents lead to a reasonable radiative seesaw
model due to assuring stability of the inert quintet scalar field H5 in a renormalizable theory
without any additional symmetries, where this issue has been discussed by the comprehensive
paper [17]. Furthermore, due to their large representations, cutoff scale of a theory is low
via renormalization groups. It suggests that we could have a strong testability at current
experiments such as colliders (LHC).
This letter is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review our model and formulate the
lepton and new fermion sector. In Sec. III we show numerical analysis at a benchmark
point and discuss collider physics. Finally we devote the summary of our results and the
conclusion.
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II. MODEL SETUP AND CONSTRAINTS
In this section we formulate our model. As for the fermion sector, we introduce three
families of vector fermions ψ with (4,−1/2) charge under the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge sym-
metry, and right-handed fermions ΣR with (5, 0) charge under the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge
symmetry. As for the scalar sector, we add a quintet complex scalar field H5 with 0 charge
under the U(1)Y gauge symmetry, where SM-like Higgs field is denoted as H2. Here we write
vacuum expectation value(VEV) of H2 by 〈H2〉 ≡ v/
√
2 which induces the spontaneously
electroweak symmetry breaking. All the field contents and their assignments are summa-
rized in Table I, where the quark sector is exactly the same as the SM. The renormalizable
Yukawa Lagrangian under these symmetries is given by
−Lℓ = yℓaaL¯aLH2eaR + fab[L¯aLH5(ψR)b] + gab[ψ¯aLH∗2ΣbR] + g′ab[(ψ¯cR)aH2ΣbR]
+MDaaψ¯
a
Rψ
a
L +
1
2
MΣaa(Σ¯
c
R)
aΣaR + h.c., (1)
where SU(2)L index is omitted assuming it is contracted to be gauge invariant inside bracket
[· · · ], upper indices (a, b) = 1-3 are the number of families, and (yℓ,MD,MΣ) are assumed
to be diagonal matrix with real parameters without loss of generality. The mass matrix of
charged-lepton is defined by mℓ = yℓv/
√
2. Here we assign lepton number 1 to ψL(R) and 0
to ΣR so that the source of lepton number violation is terms with coupling gab and g
′
ab in
the Lagrangian.
Scalar potential and VEVs: The scalar potential in our model is given by
V =− µ2h|H2|2 + λH |H2|4 +M25 |H5|2 +M ′25 [H5]2 +
∑
i
λi0[H5H5H5H5 + h.c.]
+ λH |H2|4 + λH5 |H5|4 + λH2H5 |H2|2|H5|2, (2)
where sum in quartic term of H5 indicate independent terms corresponding to different
contraction of SU(2)L index. Applying condition ∂V/∂v = 0, we obtain the VEV of Higgs
field H2 as
v ∼
√
µ2h
λH
. (3)
On the other hand we require that H5 does not develop a non-zero VEV taking M
2
5 > 0.
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Exotic particles : The scalars and fermions with large SU(2)L multiplet provide exotic
charged particles. Here we write components of multiplets as
H5 = (φ
++
5 , φ
+
5 , φ
0
5, φ
′−
5 , φ
′−−
5 )
T , (4)
ψL(R) = (ψ
+, ψ0, ψ′−, ψ−−)TL(R), (5)
ΣR = (Σ
++,Σ+,Σ0,Σ′−,Σ′−−)TR. (6)
The mass of component in H5 is given by ∼ M5 where charged particles in the same multiplet
have degenerate mass at tree level which will be shifted at loop level [17]. For charged
fermions, components from ψL(R) and ΣR can be mixed after electroweak symmetry breaking
via Yukawa coupling. If the Yukawa couplings are negligibly small the charged components
in ψL(R) have Dirac mass MD while the charged components in ΣR have Dirac mass MΣ
where mass terms are constructed by pairs of positive-negative charged components in the
multiplet. Note that mass term of neutral component is discussed with neutrino sector
below.
A. Neutral fermion masses
Heavier neutral sector: After the spontaneously symmetry breaking, neutral fermion mass
matrix in basis of (Ψ0R ≡ (ψ0R, ψ0cL ,Σ0R)T is given by
MN =


0 MTD m
′
MD 0 m
m′T mT 1
2
(MΣ +M
†
Σ)

 , (7)
where m(
′) ≡ g(′)v/√2. Then MN are Ψ0R are respectively rotated by the unitary matrix as
Ψ0R = V
T (ψ1−9)R, DN ≡ diag(M1, ...,M9) = VMNV T , (8)
where (ψ1−9)R and DN are respectively mass eigenvectors and mass eigenvalues. We thus
have 9 exotic Majorana fermions with mass eigenvalue M1−9.
Active neutrino sector : In our scenario, we assume lepton number conservation is violated
only through Yukawa interactions with coupling g and g′ in Eq. (1), and physics at scale
higher than cut-off does not contribute lepton number violation. In such a case, active
neutrino mass can only be induced via interactions in Eq. (1) and (2) even if cut-off scale
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is not very high as we discuss below. Then active neutrino mass is dominantly generated
at one-loop level where ψα and H5 propagate inside a loop diagram. As a result the active
neutrino mass matrix is obtained such that
mν =
∑
α=1−9
FiαF
T
αjMα
32π2
[
m2R
m2R −M2α
ln
[
m2R
M2α
]
− m
2
I
m2I −M2α
ln
[
m2I
M2α
]]
, (9)
where Fiα ≡
∑3
k=1 fikV
T
kα. Diagonalizing the matrix, neutrino mass eigenvalues (Dν) are
found as Dν = UMNSmνU
T
MNS, where UMNS is the MNS matrix. Once we define mν ≡ FRF T ,
one can rewrite f in terms of the other parameters [18, 19] as follows:
fik =
9∑
α=1
U †ij
√
DνjjOjα
√
RααV
∗
αk, (10)
where O is a three by nine arbitrary matrix, satisfying OOT = 1.
B. Charged fermion masses
Singly-charged fermion sector: The singly-charged fermion mass matrix, in basis of Ψ−R ≡
(ψ−R(≡ (ψ+L )c), ψ′−R ,Σ′−R )T and Ψ−L ≡ (ψ−L , ψ′−L ,Σ−L(≡ (Σ+R)c))T , is given by
LM± = Ψ¯
−
LM±Ψ
−
R, M± =


MTD 0 −12m′
0 MD
√
3
2
m
−1
2
m′T
√
3
2
mT 1
2
(MΣ +M
T
Σ )

 . (11)
When M± is symmetric, M± are Ψ
±
L(R) and respectively rotated by the unitary matrix as
Ψ±L(R) = V
T
C ψ
±
L(R)
1−9
, D± ≡ diag(MC1 , ...,MC9) = VCM±V TC , (12)
where ψ±R1−9 and D± are respectively mass eigenvectors and mass eigenvalues of Dirac type.
Doubly-charged fermion sector: The doubly-charged fermion mass matrix, in basis of Ψ−−R ≡
(ψ−−R ,Σ
′−−
R )
T and Ψ−−L ≡ (ψ−−L ,Σ−−L (≡ (Σ++R )c))T , is given by
LM±± = Ψ¯
−−
L M±±Ψ
−−
R , M±± =

MD m
m′T 1
2
(MΣ +M
T
Σ )

 . (13)
WhenM±± is symmetric, thenM±± and Ψ
±±
L(R) are respectively rotated by the unitary matrix
as
Ψ±±L(R) = V
T
CCψ
±±
L(R)
1−6
, D±± ≡ diag(MCC1 , ...,MCC6) = VCCM±±V TCC , (14)
where ψ±±L(R)
1−6
and D±± are respectively mass eigenvectors and mass eigenvalues of Dirac
type.
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C. Constraints from running of gauge coupling and LFV
Beta function of SU(2)L gauge coupling g2 Here it is worth discussing the running of gauge
coupling of g2 in the presence of several new multiplet fields of SU(2)L
1. The new contri-
bution to g2 for an SU(2)L quintet fermion(boson) ψ(H4), septet fermion ΣR, and quartet
boson H5 are respectively given by
∆bψg2 =
10
3
, ∆bΣRg2 =
20
3
, ∆bH5g2 =
10
3
. (15)
Then one finds the energy evolution of the gauge coupling g2 as [8, 20]
1
g2g2(µ)
=
1
g2(min)
− b
SM
g2
(4π)2
ln
[
µ2
m2in
]
− θ(µ−mth)
(Nfψ∆b
ψ
g2
+NfΣ∆b
ΣR
g2
) + ∆bH5g2
(4π)2
ln
[
µ2
m2th
]
,
(16)
where Nfψ/Σ = 3 is the number of ψ and ΣR, µ is a reference energy, b
SM
g2
= −19/6, and we
assume to be min(= mZ) < mth, being mth threshold masses of exotic fermions and bosons.
The resulting flow of g2(µ) is then given by the Fig. 1. This figure shows that the red line
is relevant up to the mass scale µ = O(100) TeV in case of mth =0.5 TeV, while the blue is
relevant up to the mass scale µ = O(1) PeV in case of mth =5 TeV. Thus our theory does
not spoil, as far as we work on at around the scale of TeV.
Lepton flavor violations(LFVs) LFVs arise from the term f at one-loop level, and its form
can be given by [21, 22]
BR(ℓi → ℓjγ) = 48π
3αemCij
G2Fm
2
ℓi
(|aRij |2 + |aLij |2) , (17)
where
aRij =
mℓi
(4π)2
[
3
4
FjαF
†
αiG(ψα, H
−
5 ) + F
(±)
jβ F
(±)†
βi [2G(ψ
±
β , H
±±
5 ) +G(H
±±
5 , ψ
±
β )]
− 1
2
F
′(±)
jγ F
′(±)†
γi G(H
0
5 , ψ
±
γ )−
1
4
F
(±±)
jρ F
(±±)†
ρi [G(ψ
±±
ρ , H
±
5 ) + 2G(H
±
5 , ψ
±±
ρ )]
]
, (18)
aL = aR(mℓi → mℓj), F (±)iβ ≡
∑3
j=1 fij(V
T
C )jβ, F
′(±)
iγ ≡
∑6
j=4 fij(V
T
C )jγ, F
(±±)
iρ ≡∑3
j=1 fij(V
T
CC)jρ, and
G(a, b) ≡
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
xy
(x2 − x)m2ℓi + xm2a + (1− x)m2b
, (19)
1 The gauge coupling of U(1)Y is relevant up to Planck scale.
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FIG. 1: The running of g2 in terms of a reference energy of µ, where the red line corresponds to
mth =0.5 TeV, while the blue one does mth =5 TeV.
New contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment (muon g − 2: ∆aµ) ∆aµ
arises from the same terms of LFVs and can be formulated by the following expression:
Also another source via additional gauge sector can also be induced by
∆aµ ≈ −mµ[aLµµ + aRµµ ] = −2mµaLµµ , (20)
where we use the allowed range ∆aµ = (26.1± 8.0)× 10−10 in our numerical analysis below.
D. perturbation of heavier fermions
Before numerical analysis, let us introduce mass eigenvectors and eigenvalues with per-
turbation theory up to the first order. In this case, one finds analytical formulations for
complicated mass matrix. First of all, we assume related mass matrices m,m′,MD,MΣ
to be real and diagonal for simplicity. 2 Moreover, we impose hierarchy among them;
m,m′ << MD,MΣ, which is a reasonable assumption to satisfy the oblique parame-
ters [23, 24]. Then the neutral, singly-, doubly mass eigenvalues and eigenstates are re-
2 Although this simplification is ad hoc, any phenomenologies that we focus on would not be spoiled!
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spectively given by [25]
DN ≈ diag(MD − (2mm′)1/2,MD + (2mm′)1/2,MΣ), V ≈


− i√
2
i√
2
i(−δ′ + δ)
1√
2
1√
2
δ′ + δ
− δ
2
− δ′
2
1

 , (21)
D± ≈ diag(MD − 1
2
√
3m2 +m′2,MD +
1
2
√
3m2 +m′2,MΣ), VC ≈


1 0 δ
′
2
0 1 −
√
3
2
δ
δ′
2
−
√
3
2
δ 1

 ,
(22)
D±± ≈ diag(MD,MΣ), VCC ≈

 1 −δ′
δ 1

 , (23)
where we consider one generation, δ(
′) ≡ m(′)/(MΣ −MD); (m(′) << MΣ −MD), and the
singly-charged sector does not have nonzero perturbations at the first order,
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSES
Her we have numerical analysis in a benchmark point. First of all, we fix the following
parameters:
(m1, m2, m3) = (1, 5, 10) GeV, (m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′
3) = (2, 10, 50) GeV,
(MD1 ,MD2 ,MD3) = (MΣ1 + 500,MΣ2 + 500,MΣ3 + 500) GeV, (24)
Also we assume all the components of H5 to be degenerate. Here we consider the case
of fermionc DM which is Σ0R in the first generation.
3 Then we have just refer to the
detailed results in ref. [17, 29] for relic density of Σ0R. Note here that since the quintet
Majorana fermions ΣR does not have Yukawa interactions with SM particles at tree level,
the result is basically the same as the case of minimal quintet fermion [17, 29]. Also as we
assumed above, lepton number is conserved at energy scale higher than cut-off so that non-
renormalizable operator inducing decay of ΣR such as ([ψ¯LH
∗
2ΣR]H
†
2H2) does not appear,
guaranteeing stability of DM. Here we neglect the mixing between the neutral components
3 Since a bosonic DM candidate of φ0
5R
dominant can decay into 4 SM Higgs via 5 dimensional operator
H
†
2
H2H
†
2
H2H5, it could be shorter than the age of Universe even though cut-off scale is Planck scale.
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FIG. 2: A line of the maximum absolute value of f(=Max[f]) in terms of MH5 , where Max[f ] is
0.41(1.0) in the left(right) side that satisfies the perturbation limit (∼ √4pi).
of ψ and Σ that is a natural assumption to satisfy the constraint of oblique parameters.
Even though there is the mixing, the decaying process is induced via 8 mass dimension; f, g,
and H†2H2H
†
2H2H5, which can be sufficiently tiny.
The typical DM mass is MΣ1 ∼4.4(10) TeV to satisfy the relic density estimated by
perturbative(including non-perturbative effect) calculation [29]. Then we fix the other pa-
rameters as follows:
O12,23,13 = π + 5.7i(6.0i), mI =MH5 + 10 GeV,
(MΣ2 ,MΣ3) = (MΣ1 + 1000,MΣ1 + 2000) GeV, (25)
where O12,23,13 are arbitral mixing matrix with complex values that are introduced in the
neutrino sector. 4, andMH5 is considered as a free parameter. Fig. 2 shows the maximum ab-
solute value of f(=Max[f]) in terms ofMH5 , which suggests Max[f ] is 0.41(1.0) forMΣ1 ∼4.4
TeV(left side) and 10 TeV(right side) that satisfies the perturbation limit (∼ √4π) very well.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 represents various LFV processes and ∆aµ in terms of MΣ1 for
MΣ1 ∼4.4 TeV(left side) and 10 TeV(right side). Here blue, magenta, brown, and red lines
respectively denote the theoretical bounds on BR(µ→ eγ), BR(τ → µγ), BR(τ → eγ), and
-∆aµ. The figure suggests 6.6(16) TeV≤ MH5 that comes from the bound on BR(µ→ eγ).
-∆aµ ∼ O(10−15) is negatively induced due to the degenerate masses of H5 components.
Here let us briefly comments possible collider physics of our model. Rich phenomenology
4 In general, there are 21 free parameters. But here we simply reduce them to be three.
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FIG. 3: Lines of LFV processes and ∆aµ in terms of MΣ1 , where blue, magenta, brown, and red
lines respectively denote the theoretical bounds on BR(µ → eγ), BR(τ → µγ), BR(τ → eγ), and
-∆aµ, while the black horizontal line is the experimental bound on BR(µ → eγ). The left(right)
side corresponds to MΣ1 ∼4.4(10) TeV.
at collider experiments can be induced since there are many exotic charged particles from
large SU(2) multiplet scalars and fermions as we show in Eq. (4)-(6). The charged particles
in the multiplets can be produced through electroweak interactions at hadron collider ex-
periments. For O(1) TeV mass scale, production cross sections can be O(1) fb scale at the
LHC 13 TeV [8] and sizable number of events will be obtained with integrated luminosity of
O(100) fb−1. Then produced charged particles decay into lighter component in these large
multiplets with SM gauge bosons W±/Z which would be off-shell state. The signatures
of our new particles could be obtained as multi-particle states including charged leptons,
jets and missing transverse momentum. Note, however, that in our benchmark point the
production cross section will be too small. In such a case, collider experiment with higher
energy is required such as 100 TeV hadron collider. Since the signal is complicated detailed
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper 5.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have constructed a model in which neutrino mass is induced at one-loop level intro-
ducing fields with large multiplet of SU(2)L. Thanks to large representations, our model
5 Collider phenomenology of charged particles in large multiplet is discussed in, for example, refs. [8, 26–28].
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has been realized without any additional symmetries, and we have formulated lepton and
new fermion sector such as mass matrices, LFVs, and muon g − 2. Furthermore, our model
is valid up to 100 TeV at most via RGEs, which could be tested by current experiments
such as collider. Due to small mixings among neutral fermions that are required by the
oblique parameters and heavier extra masses that come from lower mass bound on DM
mass 4.4(10) TeV estimated by perturbative(including non-perturbative effect) calculation,
our LFV processes are enough suppressed but muon g − 2 is also suppressed. Finally, we
have brief commented possibility to detect at LHC or 100 TeV future collider.
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